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 The Higgs  field permeates 
all the space with a 
constant value.  Its 
interactions with the 
particles create a “friction" 
generating their masses

Higgs Phys. Lett. 12 (1964) 132-133 

Englert and Brout Phys. Rev. Lett. 13 (1964) 321-323 
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The Standard Model is a quantum  theory of interacting fields.  The excitations of 
these fields create their associated  particles 

              The experimental test of the Higgs mechanism requires the presence of the 
Higgs boson (charge=0, spin=0, mH =?) 

The hunting for the Higgs lasted  ~ 50 years  @ LEP, Tevatron and LHC

data recorded by CMS - May 13, 2012    

data recorded by CMS - 
May 27, 2012     Higgs candidates 

at LHC   (2012)     

H→γγ H→γγ

H→e+e-µ+µ-
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mh~125 GeVh→γγ
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would have been impossible so far

SM Higgs decay channels
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The value of the Higgs mass lies in a lucky spot, this is part of the 
reason because the Higgs was discovered quickly at the LHC

for a 50 GeV heavier Higgs only two 
basic decay channels WW and ZZ

for a 10 GeV lightest Higgs the 
WW and ZZ decay channels 

would have been impossible so far

SM Higgs decay channels

The red straight line shows the agreement with the SM prediction            
but…. several important couplings, like hhh and htt are still                  

very weakly constrained 

Nature, 607, 2022

Measured coupling strengths to Higgs boson 
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 Why the three quark and lepton families have so different masses?

 Why the Higgs boson mass is small?     

 Why there is only matter in our Universe?

 Why the gravitational force is so much weaker with respect to the 
others?

 What is dark matter? Is it an unknown particle? What is dark 
energy?

 ……..  

 Still open fundamental questions



Higgs

 We found the Higgs Boson        

  Is it the SM Higgs?

  Is it small mass “natural"?

  Is it an elementary or composite particle?

  Is it unique?

  Is it the first supersymmetric particle ever observed?

  Is it the only responsible for the masses of all the elementary particles? 

  Is it a portal to a hidden world?
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Observations of New Physics phenomena and/or deviations from the SM are 
expected to address these puzzling unknowns

The SM could be a “partial" description of the Nature,  it could be part of 
a more general theory which will manifest itself at energies higher than the 

ones explored till now
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Observations of New Physics phenomena and/or deviations from the SM are 
expected to address these puzzling unknowns

The SM could be a “partial" description of the Nature,  it could be part of 
a more general theory which will manifest itself at energies higher than the 

ones explored till now

g

h

   Is the ZOO of the elementary particles complete?

Is the discovered 
Higgs particle the last 
missing piece of the  
puzzle?

?
???
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Higher dimensional operators can 
capture the residual effects of a non 

SM-Higgs: its interactions not 
included in the SM, its composite 

nature, etc.  



G. Panico, talk EPS-HEP 2019
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Why Beyond the Standard Model ?
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the Higgs mass receives
rad. corrections 

it should be ~ MPlanck
if not protected by some 

symmetry

!(Λ)

the magic of the Higgs boson mass

Composite Higgs Models

Naturalness is a very deep ques1on

s

Naturalness is a very  deep question



‣ And the hierarchy problem?
 no Higgs mass term at tree 

level  
! �m2

h ⇠ g20
16⇡2

⇤2
com

(Georgi,Kaplan ‘80s)

Higgs as a Composite pseudo Nambu Goldstone Boson
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Extended Composite Higgs Models

 DC,Red,Tesi 12      

Gripaios et al.09; Redi,Tesi 12; DC et al.19

Mrazek et al.11 
Bertuzzo et al.13 
DC et al. 16; 18

SU(5) ➞SU(4) x U(1)
⤵
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 EWSB is driven by 2 Higgs doublets as pNGBs of SO(6)/SO(4)xSO(2).  The unbroken group contains the 
custodial SO(4)

Composite 2-Higgs Doublet Model (C2HDM)
J.Mrazek et al. ’11; DC,Moretti,Yagyu,Yildirim '16, DC,Delle Rose,Moretti,Yagyu '18

The model construction follows the same steps of the minimal 4DCHM (two-site model).                              
All the parameters real   → CP invariant scenario
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 Alignment conditions on the strong Yukawa couplings must be imposed to suppress FCNCs (composite 
version of an  Aligned 2HDM  Pich,Tuzón,’09 )

The SM fields are linearly coupled to operators of the strong sector and explicitly break its symmetry                 
A potential for the Higgses is radiatively generated, couplings and masses determined by the strong sector

 Fermion sector:  embed the 3rd generation quarks into SO(6) reps. + linear couplings ΔL,R between 
composite and elementary fermions (partial compositeness)

  Two heavy fermions’ sextuplets  "J needed for an UV finite effective potential  I,J=1,2                                       

+ h.c.

                  (partial compositeness for the top)

Yukawas,linear mixings, heavy fermion mass parameters
scale of 

compositeness,

The model construction follows the same steps of the minimal 4DCHM (two-site model).                              
All the parameters real   → CP invariant scenario
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• CP-even states:  h, H  

mh ~ v    mH  ~ f + O(v)

θ is predicted to be small: O(ξ) for large f 

green points satisfy the bounds from 
direct and indirect Higgs searches

• CP-odd states:  A, H±

mA ~ mH± ~ f  + O(v) 
f  ➞ ∞   SM limit  
H, A, H± decouple 
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θ = mixing angle between 
the two CP-even Higgses h,H

tested against HiggsBounds and HiggsSignals

ξ=v2/f2
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• CP-even states:  h, H  

mh ~ v    mH  ~ f + O(v)

θ is predicted to be small: O(ξ) for large f 

green points satisfy the bounds from 
direct and indirect Higgs searches

• CP-odd states:  A, H±

mA ~ mH± ~ f  + O(v) 
f  ➞ ∞   SM limit  
H, A, H± decouple 
h ➞ hSM

θ = mixing angle between 
the two CP-even Higgses h,H

tested against HiggsBounds and HiggsSignals

ξ=v2/f2

in the C2HDM the Higgs sector 
parameters are correlated and carry 

the imprint of  compositeness

Ex:  Htt  and   Hhh       → 
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C2HDM - facing the data 

• h couplings to SM particles:
dictated by symmetries (as in QCD chiral 
Lagrangian) Ex:  corrections of order ξ  to the hVV 
couplings.  Also modified by the mixing angle θ

kV≃(1-ξ/2) cos# V=W,Z

green points satisfy the present bounds

in C2HDM,  θ ~ O(ξ) for large f   
f  ➞ ∞   SM limit  

X =
ghXX

gSMhXX

ξ=v2/f2
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C2HDM - facing the data 

• h couplings to SM particles:
dictated by symmetries (as in QCD chiral 
Lagrangian) Ex:  corrections of order ξ  to the hVV 
couplings.  Also modified by the mixing angle θ

kV≃(1-ξ/2) cos# V=W,Z

green points satisfy the present bounds

in C2HDM,  θ ~ O(ξ) for large f   
f  ➞ ∞   SM limit  

X =
ghXX

gSMhXX

NOW:  the Higgs couplings are 
constrained at 10-20% level

ξ ≤ 0.1    f ≥ 750 GeV

ξ=v2/f2

HL-LHC : the Higgs couplings 
will be constrained at 2-4% level

ξ ≤ 0.04    f ≥ 1200 GeV
CHMs 
NOT 

ruled out
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Pair production searches set   $ x BR  limits depending on 
the extra-fermion mass and on 

the BR assumption

only SM decay channels 
considered

→

→

Search for pair-produced vector-like quarks using events with 
exactly one lepton (e or %), at least four jets including at least 

one b-tagged jet,  and large missing transverse momentum 

However, from a recent ATLAS analysis  
[hep-exp 2212.05263] seems difficult to 

allow MT2/3 < 1.3 TeV

(upgrade of a previous analysis using  139 fb−1 and neural networks 
trained at several BRs) 

T2/3
In C2HDM the T2/3 can decay in Ht, At, H+b 
with BR~1 thus softening the bounds based 

on the SM decay channel only

-

A recasting of the bounds is under study

For the phenomenological 
analysis we take MT2/3 ≥ 1.3 TeV
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Can di-Higgs production at LHC reveal the underlying EWSB?

Signals of New Physics in gg → hh 

In C2HDM : both resonant and non-resonant modes yield to a 
change in the integrated cross-section and to peculiar kinematic 

features in its differential distributions 

INGREDIENTS:  s-channel H exchange + distortions due to the 
interference effects with new topologies (quartic hhTT)  

loops of new heavy tops lead to a modification of the line-shape 
and a local maximum at ~ 2 mT   

analysis within  the C2HDM (no EFT: large mass limit, nor simplified 
model: couplings and masses are free parameters without correlations
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h-top Yukawa and h-trilinear couplings in the C2HDM

scan over the model parameters  700≤f(GeV)≤3000,  0 ≤Δ,Y,M( ≤10f
with the constraints to reconstruct vSM, mh, mtop exp. values, and MT≥1.3 TeV
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h-top Yukawa and h-trilinear couplings in the C2HDM

scan over the model parameters  700≤f(GeV)≤3000,  0 ≤Δ,Y,M( ≤10f
with the constraints to reconstruct vSM, mh, mtop exp. values, and MT≥1.3 TeV

deviations up to 10% in  ghtt and 15% in  'hhh
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Numerical analysis
 DC, Delle Rose, Egle, Mühlleitner, Moretti, Sakurai, in preparation

The di-Higgs production cross sections through gluon fusion are computed by adapting the public code 
HPAIR (M. Spira),  that has been extended to include the C2HDM

The NLO QCD corrections ( 2-loop order) are computed in the limit of heavy loop particle masses 
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C2HDM 

The single and double Higgs production cross sections are given for √s = 14 TeV - pdfset: CT14lo/nlo

The resonant contribution may be very 
suppressed if the involved couplings are 
small, the H is very heavy, its total width 

is large, or if there are destructive 
interferences between different diagrams 

NON-RESONANT MODE :                                           *(gg→ H)xBR(H→ hh)/*(gg→ hh) < 0.1

C2HDM non-resonant 

non-resonant search limit
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Heavy Tops’ contribution

Relative 
difference of 

the full           
di-Higgs cross 
section and the 
one obtained 
with only the 
top quark in 
the loops (no 

heavy top 
partners) 

normalized to 
the full cross 

section

the resonant cross-
section (yellow 

and orange BPs) 
does not change by 

including the 
heavy tops

⇐ main contribution from the 
heavy Tops which increases  *hh  
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New quartic couplings naturally present in CHMs

Ex: 
ghhtt ~ 10-3 /GeV
comparable with 

top triangle + 
higgs exchange 
at √s = 300 GeV

sizeable 
interference 

effects
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H contribution

H Ht'

t'
t'

the heavy Higgs H can have a sizeable BR in T9T8,7 
T9=top, T8,7= lightest heavy tops

Peculiar feature of the C2HDM: )H/MH can be ~10-20%
  enhancement of  *hh, great impact on the shape modification of the 

differential distributions due to the large interference effects 
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di-Higgs production in C2HDM

Can we see the heavy tops’ loop effects by looking at the invariant mass and/or pt  distributions? 
recall triangle vs box cancellation in the SM - loops are not really subleading →

the effect of  the Heavy 
Tops in the interference 
both before and after the 

H-resonance peak is 
clearly evident  

mTi > 2.3 TeV  
only top,  no ghhTiTi                             
only top                                
SM                              

C2HDM (BP 2856)                               

invariant mass distribution

H resonance 
(mH~1.5 TeV)
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di-Higgs production in C2HDM

Can we see the heavy tops’ loop effects by looking at the invariant mass and/or pt  distributions? 
recall triangle vs box cancellation in the SM - loops are not really subleading →

the effect of  the Heavy 
Tops in the interference 
both before and after the 

H-resonance peak is 
clearly evident  

mTi > 2.3 TeV  
only top,  no ghhTiTi                             
only top                                
SM                              

C2HDM (BP 2856)                               

invariant mass distribution

H resonance 
(mH~1.5 TeV)

start to see the 
threshold shape
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di-Higgs production in C2HDM

Can we see the heavy tops’ loop effects by looking at the invariant mass and/or pt  distributions? 

Boxes can induce 
thresholds at 2MT 
and low-mass tail, 

different from squark 
loop effects (PV 
functions, spin) 

only top,  no ghhTiTi                             
only top                                
SM                              

C2HDM (BP 4865)                               

MT~1.4 TeV
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di-Higgs production in C2HDM

Can we see the heavy tops’ loop effects by looking at the invariant mass and/or pt  distributions? 

Boxes can induce 
thresholds at 2MT 
and low-mass tail, 

different from squark 
loop effects (PV 
functions, spin) 

only top,  no ghhTiTi                             
only top                                
SM                              

C2HDM (BP 4865)                               

MT~1.4 TeV

33 events after HL-LHC
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di-Higgs production in C2HDM

mH ~ 1.2 TeV+H/mH ~ 5.4% large contribution from 

the quartic couplings

only top,  no ghhTiTi                             
only top                                
SM                              

C2HDM (BP 0687)                               
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di-Higgs production in C2HDM

non-resonant case

→
H-resonance

only top,  no ghhTiTi                             

only top                                
SM                              

C2HDM (BP 1071)                               

mH ~ 2.9 TeV+H/mH ~ 38%

large contribution from the 

top partners

Large Width
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di-Higgs production in C2HDM

 large contribution from the 
quartic couplings → negative 

interference before the H-peak 
and positive after

large contribution from the top 
partners even if they are pretty 

heavy   MT> 2.2 TeV
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identify BPs which exhibit 
potentially observable features 

during the current and 
upcoming runs of the LHC

di-Higgs production in C2HDM
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work in progress

identify BPs which exhibit 
potentially observable features 

during the current and 
upcoming runs of the LHC

di-Higgs production in C2HDM
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  di-Higgs production is a target process for the LHC, within the SM it is the 
experimental signature of the Higgs self-interaction,  but also a probe for BSM 
scenarios

  We analysed gg → hh within the C2HDM with an approach which enables to 
disentangle the different NP ingredients: coupling modifications, new resonance  
exchange, heavy fermions in the loops, and the extra quartic couplings

Conclusions

 The typical BW shape is distorted by interferences with other topologies. This 
effect is enhanced due to the values +H/MH >10%  typical of strongly interacting 
theories. Also, new thresholds at ~2 MT
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  di-Higgs production is a target process for the LHC, within the SM it is the 
experimental signature of the Higgs self-interaction,  but also a probe for BSM 
scenarios

  We analysed gg → hh within the C2HDM with an approach which enables to 
disentangle the different NP ingredients: coupling modifications, new resonance  
exchange, heavy fermions in the loops, and the extra quartic couplings

Conclusions

Sizeable effects both in the integrated cross-section and in the 
differential distributions open the prospect of using di-Higgs 

production at the LHC as a probe for NP with the possibility to 
disentangle among different BSM schemes

 The typical BW shape is distorted by interferences with other topologies. This 
effect is enhanced due to the values +H/MH >10%  typical of strongly interacting 
theories. Also, new thresholds at ~2 MT
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C2HDM versus MSSM

Can we distinguish the two paradigms by looking at the 2HDM dynamics?

    Several observables can be used to discriminate between C2HDM and MSSM:  

• kV (delayed decoupling) 

• mass spectrum

• heavy Higgses’ decay patterns 

• (lightest) top partner spectrum

(DC, Delle Rose, Moretti, Yagyu, ’18)
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Composite Higgs and Flavour

 (Redi,Weiler 11; Barbieri et al.12)

In composite scenarios four-fermion operators  are generated integrating out the composite 
fermions and vectors                                                                                                                                       

x

x
x

x

(
(

(
(

,
,

,
,ψ is a SM 

fermion ⇒
They  can mediate 
FCNCs at tree-level if 
the flavour coefficients 
xijkl ~ (--)ij (--)kl  are 
generic

These effects are suppressed if a 
partial alignment of -ij with the 

CKM matrix is realised

(
(

(
(

VCKMVCKM

VCKMVCKM

➠ as in the SM

We will work under these assumptions to 
realise a flavour symmetric composite sector

Δ=. f

ΔΔ

Δ Δ


